Expand Your Cooking Options – Take meal preparation to the next level with the new Hamilton Beach® Connected Slow Cooker. It offers all the benefits of traditional slow cooking, while giving consumers the option to cook with integrated probe technology and adjust cooking from the HB Connected App.

Get Connected – Gain ultimate control of your slow cooking experience. Now you can use your mobile device to set and adjust cook time. Need dinner ready by 5 o’clock sharp? Use the app to set a meal time to ensure dinner is ready when you get home. Stop or adjust cooking from the app, change the temperature, monitor the cooking process and get notifications about the status of your meal all from your smart phone.

Endless Possibilities – Slow cook in manual mode to select traditional high, med, low or keep warm settings. Use the hold temperature function for braising, simmering, sous vide, yogurt making, fondue, poaching or tenderizing even the toughest cuts of meat.

Additional Features – The Hamilton Beach Connected Slow Cooker comes with an integrated probe, a lid rest and a clip-tight lid for seamless transportation to your next pot luck or tailgate.

**DETAILS**

Product Name: Hamilton Beach® Connected Slow Cooker

Model: 33868

MSRP: $119.99

Availability: Q4 2020

Media Contact: Mary Beth Brault  I  804-418-8868  I  marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com